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CHAPTER I

FORMDIATION OF THE PROBLEM

The Problem

General Statement

The purpose Is to study the educational contributions

that John Dewey has made to the aesthetic appreciation of

art on the college level.

Specific Problem

The object of this study is to show how John Dewey's

contributions In art philosophy strengthen the appreciation

of that which Is artistic for the individual In relation to

his environment, civilization, and present day society.

Definition of Terms

Art Education is interpreted to mean all of the human

experiences of the individual which develop aesthetic appre-

ciation for the enjoyment of life as a resiwnsible citizen,

as well as training and instruction which will prepare him

for art as a vocation with \Aiich to make his living.

Delimitatlong

The problem is current and confined to art education in

the United States including only painting, architecture and

sculpture in this study. No attempt will be made to deal with

the other arts in this division.
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Baalo Aaaumptlonfl

It la aaaumed that a pereon*8 experlenoea are In hia

environment, and that throttgh inatructlon theae experiencea

can develop appreciation and aenaltlvlty to that idalch Is

artlatlc and heautlful In every day living,

Baelo Hypothe aea

It la easentlal for an Individual to experience and

appreciate the beauty In hie environment and eveiy day living

In order to become a aenaltlve Integrated person, cs5>able of

making contrlbutlona In human relatione with society.

The Importance of the Toplo

The recognition of art as normal In every day living ex-

periences Is eaaentlal to the Integrated Individual of o\ir

preaent civilization aa well as to every human being who wlahes

to contribute to that civilization or who wishes to lead a pur-

poseful life. Because experience Is the fulfillment of an or-

ganism In Its struggles and achievements In a vrorld of things.

It is art In germ. Even In Its rudimentary forms, It contains

the promise of that dell^tful perception which la aeathetlo

experience.^ The educational contrlbutlona of John Dewey on

the place of art in the life of man are at once apparent to

any educator, phlloaopher or artlet who haa read hla works.

1. John Dewey, Art As Experience . p. 19.
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Related Literature

To fall to recognize the art Inheritances from the past

cultures, vfliloh have Influenced our activities sind tastes,

vrould be to deny that ovlt mode of life attitudes and customs

originally hinged on these past contributions. We are living

In a world of change and flux In which values and mesuilngs are

Inconstant. Vlhlle It Is essential to study the art and oul-

tuares of past olvlllzations In order to understand and appre-

ciate the artists* contributions In terms of experiences In

the light of their day and cultxire. It Is also Important that

we stop fostering the notion that art Is something ancient

and Inaccessible, Instead of a decent Job performed by an In-

telligent workman for an honest audience. Today we do not be-

lieve as Socrates that fine art Is a third-rate human endeavor

Involving Imitation of nature, or Its surrounding, but that

fine art Is simply the creation of objects for aesthetic e:^

perlence. Aristotle's concept of art and its place In society

Is no longer entirely applicable, In the world of today. We

must turn to new sources for our concept of art.

Ifr. John Dewey In his publication Democracy and Education

set forth the educational Implications of democracy and paved

the way for a new concept of art. His book Human Nattire and

Conduct emphasizes his belief that the understanding of habit,

and types of habits. Is the key to social psychology, while the

operation of Impulse and Intelligence gives the key to Indlv-
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Idualized activity. Following his association with Doctor

Albert 0. Barnes and the educational work carried on in the

Barnes' Foundation, Mr. Dewey published, in 193^, Art Ae Ey

perienoe . a compilation of ten lectures on the philosophy of

art which were given at Harvard University in 1931. From

this evaluation of art in education and the democratic way of

life, it becomes apparent at once that the art education of

America must stress the in^wrtanoe of a genuine interest in

living, a relish for life, and Intelligent curiosity, as the

artist's creative faculties are only as great as the sum total

of his e:qc>erlence8. Eugene Speloher says, "When I success-*

fully express myself, my work is autobiographic, and registers

what appreciation and understanding of life I have, "^

Artists and art educators of today should embrace the

idea of painting, teaching and encouraging students to create

within the realm of their living experiences rather than to

extol. Imitate or attempt to recreate art in the style of past

cultxiral trends or civilizations of which they have but a dim

view or acquaintance. The tools and technical craftsmanship

of the masters is theirs to learn or adopt, but the creation

should originate from the students own experiences,

yir. Dew^ states that the problem of recovering an organic

place for art in civilization is like the problem of reorganiz-

ing our heritage from the past and the insights of present know-

2, Eugene Spelcher, Monograph . Number 7, American Artists &roup.
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ledge Into a coherent and Integrated Imaginative union. The

question of the plaoe and role of art in contemporary civil-

isation demands notice of its relations to science and to the

social consequences of machine industry*

3

The necessity of a program to train students in "appre-

ciation" has been emphasized "by the Fortieth Yearbook of the

National Society for the student of Education, in the assertion

that "Art is a way of life and arises out of the efforts of

human beings to enrich their lives through a more fitting

structure and appearance of things about them, "^

Arthur W, Dow siuns up the position of art in education "by

stating that, "the true purpose of sa*t teaching is the eduoa*

tion of the whole people for appreciation, "^ While in Mr,

Dewey's experiments, the belief that ideas are imcomplete until

tested in real situations—a program of "experiences"—has

given an important place to art in life and also in education.

Since World War II the distinction between the practical

arts and the so-called fine arts has been almost eliminated.

There is an equal opportunity for all to participate in using

airt materials. There is Increased enjoyment and Interest in

art for those who are inclined; for others, an opportunity to

have art experiences which will develop an experimental technique

h, H, E. Haggerty, "Art, A Way of Life," Fortieth Yearbook of
the National Society, p, ?.6,

5. Arthur W, Dow, Theory and Practice of Teaching Art, p, 1,
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In solving art. When this opportunity is realized the intel-

lectual, emotional, and jihysical factors, (the total organism)

will "be integrated in a genuine art experience.

Procedure In Treating Material

Chapter I Includes the presentation of the problem and

literature related thereto.

Chapter II is a speculation as to: (1) who Influenced

John Dewey in the Art area, ejid (2) what form his reaction

has taken in this area of thinking.

Chapter III will show how art in every-day life is part

of the social and economic life in America and how John

Dewey's philosophy of art has Influenced art education train-

ing and teaching of today.

Chapter IV deals with the place of man in hie artificial

environment and how he deals \^th his scientific industrial

world in terms of art experience s.

Chapter V is planned to e^laln the limitations of man's

art aoMevements and its possibilities for potential good in

our age and civilization.

Chapter VI will present the appeal of great artists for

a greater place and appreciation of art in our civilization

and of a type to be enjoyed by all of the people, Mr, Dewey's

interpretation will be reviewed and strengthened from other

sources. An examination of our educational training will be

presented. Education for world leadership in a Democratic
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manner through art leadership will be discussed In the light

of John Dewey's philosophy.

Chapter VII covers the Stumnary and Conclusions.





CHAPTER II

AN INTROEUOTION TO JOHN DEWEY

HIS

EDUCATION AND PHILOSOPHY

In order to tmderstand better how American John Dewey's

philosophy Is In action, eisphasls on the practical, ancL Its

great confidence In applied science, It Is necessary to

examine his education, environment and escperlence. With

typical American faith, Dewey contends that education I0 the

main concern of fdilloBophy,

"Philosophy shotild focus about education as the
supreme Interest In which, moreover, other prob-
lems, oosmologlcal, moral, logical, come to a
head.«l

According to Will Durant,^ the New England environment

of the first twenty years of Mr. Dewey's life have given him

that almost rustic simplicity which characterizes him even

now, after all the world has acclaimed him. He states further

that "Dewey has given philosophic form to the realistic and

democratic temper of his people, "3

John Dewey in his autobiography asserts that "upon the

Whole, the forces that have influenced me have come from per-

sons and situations more than from books. "^

1. John Dewey, From Absolutism to Experimentalism« p. 23,

2. Will Durant, Kie Story of Philosophy , p. 566,

3. Ibid, , p. 576.

^. John Dewey, F3?om Absolutism to Experimentalism . p. 22,
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Dewey was raised on a farm in Burlington, Vermont, At

the age of fifteen he attended Vermont University and while

studying physiology in his Junior year became acquainted with

the work of Thomas HuxLey. This casual contact with Darwin* s

hrilliant disciple, then waging a war for evolution against

the "Holy Scripture Theory," awoke John Dewey to the rapture

of scientific knowledge. Dewey attributes the possibility of

the new philosophy to the coming of Darwin. Darwin was the

Influence that turned Dewey from absolutism to pragmatic

naturalism* Just as Hegel furnished the inspiration for Da3>-

win's early warfare upon dualism, Darwin gave Dewey a basis

of continuity between the human and the non human,5 John

Dewey graduated from the University of Vermont leading his

class witli the highest marks in philosophy on record at the

University; he was then nineteen years old.

Soon after this he sent an original paper on "The Meta-

physical Assumption of Materialism" to William T. Hanes which

was piiblished in St. Lotiis, Missotiri, in Hsuies* Journal of

Speculative Philosophy.

Dewey next attended Johns Ho^^ins University in Baltimore

"Hhere he met three men who were to influence his life. The

spirit of tSie teaching of Professor George S. Morris was in-

strumental in directing Dewey's thinking. Throtj^ him Dewey

fotmd that Hegel's metaphysics "supplied a demand for uniflca-

5» Morton G. White, The Origin of Dewey ' s In etrumen

t

slLI sm , p. 121»
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tion that was doubtless an Intense emotional craving. • • •

Hegel's synthesis of suhjeot and object, matter and spirit,

the divine and the human, vas, hovrever, no mere Intellect

formila; it operated as an Immense relief, a liberation, "^

Dewey contends that that acquaintance with Hegel has

left a permanent deposit in hie thinking.

Prom G, Stanley Hall, Dewey developed the idea that "the

relation between psychology and philosophy was an intimate

one,
""

G-eorge H, Mead, a warm friend of Dewey at the university,

also greatly influenced his subsequent philosophy with the

theory of mind-body relationship. With great educational im-

port, Dewey gives the mind-body relationship as follows:

"The full realization of the integration of mind
and body in action waits upon the rexmion of
philosophy and science in «irt, above all in the
supreme art, the art of education, *°

Mr, Dewey avers also that "the development of a psychology

based on biology. . , makes possible a new scientific formula-

tion of the nature of experience. "^ Dewey took his Ph,D, at

John Hopkins and was advised by President Gllman to get about

and mingle more with people and gain social experience.

This was valuable advice and Dewey acted upon it. When

he received a teaching position in the University of Michigan

6. John Dewey, From Absolutism to Eyper;imentaliem« p. 18,

7. Jane M. Dewey, Biography of John Dewey, p. 22.

8. John Dewey, Phllo sophy and Civilization , p. 317.

9. John Dewey, Reconstruction In Philosophy , p. ^,
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lie was married proarptly, "A strong minded girl, Alice Chip-

man, a co-ed herself, lived In the same boarding house as he.

She had a crusading spirit and Dewey's morel spirit, as well

as a passionate Interest In the life of Ideas. "^ "She was

tmdouhtedly largely responsible for the early widening of

Dewey's philosophical Interest from the commentatlve and clas-

sical to the field of contemporary life. "•'•^ After publishing

his first book on psychology and teaching a year at the Uni-

versity of Minnesota, Doctor Dewey's friend, Professor Morris,

died and he returned to Michigan to take his friend's place

as head of the department of philosophy.

It was here, while visiting High Schools throughout the

state. Investigating students' qualifications for entrance

Into the university, that Mr. Dewey conceived the Idea of

working on the problem of Democracy and Education which later

was to be the title of his major work In the field of phil-

osophy.

"This vjork took his mind off the Hegelian cosmos.
He was getting more Interested In what he called
the instrumaital logic by whl<di people think out
the ways of getting what they want,"J-2

10. Max Eastman, "John Dewey, An Atlantic Portrait." Atlantic
Monthly, Volume 168 Noimber 6, (December, 19^0.) p. 675«

11. Jane M, Dewey, o£. olt. , p. 21.

12. Max Eastman, 2£. clt. , p. 675.
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He was greatly encouraged In thinking in this dlreotion

\rtien William James* famoue psychology appeared in 1890, which

forshadewed the philosophy of "pragmatism" formulated by Dewey

seventeen years later.

In 189^» Dewey was Invited to head, the combined depart-

ment of philosophy, psychology and ediication at the University

of Chicago* This he did«

"Dewey's six children kept the problem of philosophy
thoroughly mixed up in his mind with the problem of
education. Dewey's educational theories are as much
an inference from his children as an inference from
his instrumental philosophy. "^3

From his observations, Dewey contended that the ftmction

of the school is to furnish a suitable environment for this

growth which should culminate in social efficiency for the

individual. Dewey insisted that education is life and that

to encourage growQi the school must provide a suitable en-

vironment to stimulate that growth until social efficiency for

the individual was realized*

By the latter part of 1903, Dewey had published his book

on educational reform. Applied Psychology sets fortai some of

the ideas outlined above and also Studies in Logical Theory.

He had also formulated his practical American Philosophy, to

the effect that all thinking is instrumental and its truth is

its success in bringing human beings to their ends. The material

13. Ibid. . p. 676.
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world Is real but our very knowledge of it Is moral In the

largest sense. Dewey's philosophy of education Is practical.

It is the solving of problems, in the passing of which, and

thus inevitably, in their solution, that human needs and as-

pirations play a vital part. This pragmatism or the experi-

mental method applied to the problem of knowing, led Dewey

to put his instrumental philosophy to an experimental test.

He founded a laboratory school for children in \diloh they

lesimed to do by doing. As pragmatism was Dewey's high point

in philosophy, up to this time his school was the high point

in education. The school opened in 1896, vrlth Mrs, Dewey as prin-

cipal. He gave her his abstract ideas and she put them Into

practice. The school flourished with the aid of Miss ELla Flagy

and grew to be staffed by twenty throe teachers vflio guided 1^0

children, A million dollars became involved in the school—

an endowment to the University of Chicago, Mr, Dewey realized

the school would not be his if guided by others; his wife was

asked to leave her position, and he resigned as professor not

only of education, but of philosophy and psychology as well.

The Deweys had enjoyed the work and it had proved a very

affluent epoch In Mr, Dewey's life,

Mr, Dewey found at Columbia men -who were to challenge and

influence his thinking. Prom his friend Frederick Woolbridge

he became aware of a type of metaphysical theory which did not

profess to rest upon principles not empirically verlfIcable, "-^^

1^, Jane M, Dewey, qB* olt, , p, 36,
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Association with Will James, from whose psychology the Instpu-

mentallst logic tliat revolutionized his own ethical theory had

come, and which had helped him free himself from "preceptual

ethics" Influenced his thinking as did the stimulation afforded

him by such minds as Charles Beard, James Robinson, and Wesley

Mitchell whose Influence reshaped his philosophic Ideas until

Dewey's "Influence began to reach out from pedagogy to the phil-

osophical and social thought of his truth. "-^^

The philosopher In action, Mr. Dewey, threw himself Into

social and political action which called down upon him much

criticism and repercussions, but he viewed his actions with the

assumption th9,t it was better to have acted and erred than never

to have acted at all. He visited Turkey, Irak, Mexico, Soviet

Russia, Japan and China. He analyzed so keenly the oriental

mentality that his is a universal eastene-westem political and

social insist out of "tftiioh came his belief that the terms

"education" and "democracy" being synonymous are Intended to

designate idiat is meant by living by the principles of radical

eDq}lrlclsm«

Almost any university in the country would have offered a

chair in philosophy, psychology, or education, to Mr, Dewey.

Through the efforts of his friend, J. McKeen Cattell, he was

invited to become professor of philosophy at Columbia Univer-

15. Will Durant, "John Dewey," Encyclopedia Brlttanlca. l^th
Edition, Volume ?• p. 298.
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slt7 where tie wae encouraged to eontlnue to escpound his views

on education at Teachers College.

John Dewey had been fascinated by the urban society re-

foz*m he had helped Jane Addams administer as it was with the

use of this same ideal that he had previously reformed educa-

tion, ^^

Now his, "radical eBrpirloism faced a much more delicate

task When it turned from these 3?ough and tumble social arts

to the fine arts. *^' After making a totir of the European

studios in the company of Albert 0, Barnes, the Philadelphia

argyrol king, and helping him to acquire his famous collec-

tion of modem paintings, Mr. Dewey turned his thoiights to-

ward art expression, Mr. Dewey enlisted the aid of Dr. Barnes

in making a pragmatic analysis in an attempt to apply emplrl-

clem to artistic activity and to show how the fine arts and

the most imaginative enjoyments of "consummatory experience"

are continuous with the conceits of everyday living. The re-

Bxilts of this work, after being given as a series of lectures

on Art Philosophy at Harvard University In 1931, were published

16« The ideal t^iioh Dewey used to reform education was a demo-
cracy formed as a mode of associated living based on the
ideas tliat individuality and freedom are themselves social
products and that a democratic society is one which sub-
ordinates its institutions to the basic aim of permitting
its members to grow intellectually and emotionally by widen-
ing their "area of shared concern" by promoting means of
communication and public expression, and by giving all a
responsible participation in the processes of soolal and
physical control,

17. Schneider, A History of American Philosophy, p. 568.
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In 193^1 In his book Art as Experienoa. The New Xoik Times

says of this book,

"Whatever the actual state of art and the artist
today one thing is certain that, Pixjfessor Dewey,
In this book has very likely argued the most
thorou^aly going, stimulating, sprightly brief
for the •biological* side of art that we know of.
His Art as Experience will no doubt stand as a
tribute to his alert mind, keen perception and
vigorous pen, "IS

As Mr. Dewey believes and has iwinted out in one of his

most influential books, School and Society, the discipline of

the sohoolx^oom is merely an early phase of the basic discipline

of human life and that no limits can be assigned to the process

of learning. Learning is not academic.

The publication of Art as Experience, according to Sidney

Hook, marked a turning point in the reception of Dewey's phil-

osophy. Although primarily an analysis of the esthetic expe]>>

lence it served to clarify Dewey's leading ideas. Dewey demon-

strates that art is "a mode of interaction of the living creatiire

with his environment." His thesis, according to Hook, is "the

continuity of aesthetic with ordinary experience*"

"Art is the freest and most universal means of com^
stunloation between individuals and nations and it
also establishes the continuity of ctilture. A work
of art is the ideal example of the fusion of 'means'
and tends'; thus art Itself is the best proof of the
existance of a realized and thereby realizable union
of the natural and ideal and Art is what all life
should be. "19

18. Dlno Perrorrl, New Yoifc Times. April 8, 193^. p. 2.

19. "Biography of John Dewey," Current Biography Yearbook.
19^. P. 159.
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In t*ro books previously piibllshea. by the Barnes Foxindatlon,

the first Art and Education by John Dewey, and the second The

Art In Painting by Dr. Albert C, Barnes, art education has been

formulated according to the conception of experience and method

of Mr, Dewey's development of the scientific meiaiod. The appli-

cation to art of this scientific Instrumentallsm appears In

philosophic form In the above discussed Art as Experience.

During his association as Professor of Philosophy at Qolum-

bla University, Dewey, In defense of his principles, championed

against challenging odds such men as Maxim Qorky and Leon

Trotsky. Mr, Eastman asserts that Dewey's answer to his critics

appears In an early essay written by him years before, stating

that, "Better Is It for philosophy to vie In active participa-

tion In the living struggle and Issues of Its own age and times

than maintain an Immune monastic Inipecoablllty.''^ When Dewey

retired In the early thirties. President Butler of Columbia

University gave him the Professor Emeritus In residence with

a salary of $12,000 a year. In 1938 the salary was withdrawn

and he was obliged to fall back on his Carnegie pension. This

was not long, however, as the Barnes Foundation In Philadelphia

offered him $5|000 a year for life so that he ml^t continue

his work without financial difficulty. His educational woife

In the east as well as the west, and his lectures, books and

20. Max Eastman, 0£. clt. , p. 682.
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papers on pMloBophy and psychology still pour from his pen

as Mr, Dewey, now past his ninetieth birthday, continues to

he Interested In the wirld and people of today and tomorrow;

he continues to be oonoemed with putting his Ideas Into prac-

tise In this viorld, through the e:q)erience of people, to fit

them for a better w)rld of their maJtlng for tomorrow.
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CHAPTER III

ART AS AN EXPRESSION OF MAN'S HUMANISTIC REACTIONS

TO HIS NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

Experience . Life and Art

The practice of Instrumentalism Is concerned chiefly

with homanlsm and naturalism, although It Is quite usual for

Mr. Dewey to deal In the scientific method In achieving for

man his happiness satisfactions and success In existanoe,

Dewey Insists on "the utilization of ordinary experience to

secure an advance Into scientific material and method while

keeping the latter connected with familiar human Interest. "^

This he maintains Is easy today as the usual experiences

of all persons In civilized communities la Intimately associa-

ted with Industrial processes and results. These In turn are

so many cases of science In aotlon« Thus,

"the obvious pedogoglcal starting point of scien-
tific Instruction Is not to teach things labeled
•science,' but to utilize the familiar occupations
and appliances to direct observation and experiment
until pupils have arrived at a knowledge of some
ftmdamental principles by understanding them in their
familiar practical workings. "2

With Mr, Dewey's scientific method in mind, Dr, Barnes has

stated concerning art that, "to see as the artist sees. . •

1. John Dewey, Democracy and Education, p, 335.

2. Ibid, , p. 336,
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req\ilres, « • scientific understanding of the meaning of art

and Its relation to liuman nature," and that, "without a cor-

responding (scientific) method of learning to see the study

of art can lead only to Futility. "3

Dewey declares that "only when an 03?ganlsm shares In the

ordered relations of Its environment, does It secure the

stability essential to living. And when the participation comes

after a phase of disruption and conflict it bears within Itself

the germs of a consiunation akin to the aesthetic,"

He further alleges that "direct experience comes from nature

and man interacting with each other. In this interaction, human

energy gathers, is released, damned up, frustrated and victor-

ious, • , , The outcome is "balance and counter balance, "^ Mr,

Dewey perceives that "art celebrates with peculiar intensity

the moments in whicdi the past re-snforces the present and in

which the future is a qxiickening of v*iat now ls."°

In regard to experience he explains that "because experience

is the fulfillment of an organism In its staruggle and achieve-

ments in a world of things, it is art in germ. Even in its

rudimentary form, it contains the promise of that delightful

perception which is esthetic experience. "' In order that the

artist may experience life and escpress it through his art, Nb?,

3, Albert C, Barnes, The Art of Painting, p, ?•

^# John Dewey, Art as Experieno
,

e. p, 15»

5« Ibid, , p, 16.

6, Ibid. . p. 18.

7. -Ibid. . p, 19.
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Dewey intimates that he must take an active part in communal

life and activities as a member of society.

Since a man's vocation as an artist is but the eorphatlc-

ally specialized phase of his diverse and variegated vocational

activities, so his efficiency in it in the humane sense of

efficiency is determined by its association -with other callings,

A person must have experience, he must Xive» if his artlstj?y

is to be more than a technical accomplishjaent, A person cannot

find the subject matter of his artistic activity within his art;

this must be an expression of what he suffers and enjoys in

other relationships-—a thing which depends in tvan upon the
o

alertness and syiipathy of his interest.

Mr, Dewey contends that,

"the arts by which primitive folk commemorated
and transmitted their customs and InstltutionB,
arts that were communal, a.re the source out of
which all fine arts have developed, • . . They
were more than esthetic, , , ,Each of these
communal modes of living unified the practical,
the social and the educative in an Integrated
whole esthetic form.

"°

The characteristic patterns on z*ug8, blankets, and pottez7

are typical of this tribal union, as are the identifying styles

of furnltu3?e in a house of today which make it Colonial, Vic-

torian, or modern, etc., or in architecture, painting, or sculp-

ture as either of the eclectic or of the functional school of

8, John Dewey, Democracy and Education, pp. 359-360,

9* John Dewey, Art as Experience , p. 327.
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thought and style which places each at once In one of the

viorld's recurrent transitions from era to era and to each

Its corresiwndlng practical social and educational unity.

"The 'eternal* quality of great art," Mr. Dewey explains,

"is its renewed instruoientality for further consiunmatory ex-

periences. • • .They are their own excuse for being Just he*-

cause they are charged with an office in apprehension, en-

larging the horizon of vision, refining disorimination and

creating standards of appreciation which are confirmed and

deepened by further experiences. "

Mr, Dewey implies that "it is a fact that art, so far as

it is trxily art, is a union of the serviceable and the immed-

iately enjoyable, of the instrumental aiid the consummatoiy,

that makes it impossible to institute a difference in and be-

tween useful and fine arts. "^•'- He contends that,

"things are sometimes said to belong to the menial
arts merely because they are cheap and used parti-
cularly by common people. These things of daily
use for ordinary ends may survive in later periods,
or be transported to another culture. . • and being
rare and sought by connoisseurs, rank forthwith as
•na&sa of fine art. Other things may be called fine
because their manner of use is decorative or soc-
ially ostentatious. ... Art is great in propor-
tion as it is universal. . • as the \iniformities of
nature which It reveals and utilizes are extensive
and profound—provided they are freshly applied in
concrete objects or situations. . . and sharpen our
vision for new and unforeseen embodiments of the
truth they convey, "^2

10. Ibid, , p. 26.

11» John Dewey, Art and Education * p, 27.

12, Ibid. , pp. 28-31.
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Art In Everyday Social Idfe

"Artiste, painters and architects," testifies Mr, Dewey,

"are an Inmense educational force, though they are at the pre-

sent time far from having am organic place In the existing

social order, "•'•3 For, "until local communal life can be re-

stored the p\iblio cannot adequately resolve its most urgent

problem: to find and identify Itself and liberty and equality

isolated from communal life will remain helpless abstractions,"^^

The "sharing in the goods of life should come through various

forms of communal human association vdaich underlie, the modem

sense of humanity and democracy, "•'•'5

With respect to what is aesthetically admirable, forma-

tion of a cultivated and effectively operative good Judgement

or taste. Intellectually acceptable and morally ai)provable is

the supreme task set to human beings by the incidents of exper-

ience, -^^ Mp, Dewey says that "democracy must begin at home and

its home is the nei^borly community, "-'•

Concerning the problem of society's operation in the plan-

ning of the liberal arts colleges, V!r, Dewey points out that

the subjects themselves are not liberal and that liberal and

13, Dewey and Watson, fhe Teachers and Society, p. 334,

1^, John Dewey, The Public and Its Problems , pp, 216, 1^9,

15» John Dewey, Reconstruction of Philosophy , pp, 206, 209,

16, John Dewey, The Quest for Certainty , p, 262,

17. John Dewey, The Public and Its Problems , p, 213,
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useful arts are not sharply contrasted In this social organi-

zation of today lAilch has undergone a revolution. The only

solution to the problem of securing for the liberal arts col-

lege Its due function In democratic society Is to see that the

technical subjects "vdilch are now socially necessary acquire a

humane dlrectlon»^° The most outstanding need Is the Inter-

fusion of knowledge of man and nature, of vocational prepara-

tion with a deep sense of the social foimdatlons and social

preparation with a deep sense of the social foundations and

social consequences of Industry and Industrial colleges In con-

temporary society.^9

"The expressive side of art can bring home to par-
ticipants the feelings of unnumberable people of
unniraierable ages about all the major concerns of
human life. Indeed the capacity of the arts to
verify specific feelings is so great and Its
utility to participants so vast that. • • some
thinkers have argued that the arts are an Indis-
pensable condition of civilization or of the ad-
justment of one Individual to what Is basic In the
lives of other Individuals and an Indispensable
foundation of congrulty of feeling or social
solidarity between Individuals and peoples, "^^

In like manner equal contrllutlons come from the dimension of

materials and form,

"A new movement In painting may emphasize a certain
purity of color or certain types of shape or line,
and thus may alter the taste of Innumerable people

18, John Dewey, Problems of Men« p, 86,

19, Ibid. , p, 87.

20, D, W. Qotshalk, Art and the Social Order , p. 210,
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and even be adapted In public dleplays, in house
decoration, in drees style and in advertising. ,

. , The materials and form of an inherited archi-
tecture may shape in endless ways the everyday
habits of people v;ho adapt themselves to it* • •

The value of the dimensions of works of art are
merely the values of life, clarified, intensified,
and raised to full aesthetic stature. • • • The
finer the art the finer are the broad cultural con-
tributions that it makes F>O08ible; and works that
are finest as art are also the finest soiirces of
art^s broad cultural influences, "2-*'

Educatlon» Art and Economic Life in America

"In the actual advance of knowledge and the arts,
there is much more than mere extension of facts
and principles, , • , In a situation where the
skills or arts and the subject matter of know-
ledge have become inteirwoven and interdependent^
adherence to the policy forming the studies of
secondary and collegiate instruction on the basis
of msjiy isolated and independent subjects Is bound
to result in precisely the kind of confusion we
have at present, , • conflict between the cultural,
or liberal, and the practical will continue with
re stilt of confusion as long as both of ISiem are
narrowly conceived, "22

Mr. Dewey concurred with Arthur Mbrgan23 that with the

modern application of all the sciences and arts to vocations

and the successful scientific search for principles within the

operations and purposes of the vocations themselves, study

within one* 8 vocational preparation is an important means of

freeing and liberalizing the mind. The inevitable trend in

21, Ibid. , pp. 211-212.

22, John Dewey, The Way Out of Educational Confusion, pp. 14-26,

23, Arthur Morgan, President of Antioch College; later became
President of the T. V. A,
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education Is toward the rapid thinning of the traditional edu-

cational wall between vocational and cultijreil. The liberal

arte college will eurvlTe and render service in proportion as

it recognizes this fact and brings its course of study and

administrative set up into effective conformity with it,'^^

In the solution, Mr, Dewey Intlnated that the talcing into

subsequent life, by the student, of an enduring concern for

some field of knowledge and art, outside his immediate profes^

sion preoccupation. Is the proof of the success of his school-

ing.

*A reorganization of subject matter which takes
aocoimt of outleadlngs into the wide world of
nature and man, of knowledge and of social interest
and curiosity cannot fall to awaken some permanent
interest. Theoretical subjects will become more
practical, because more related to the scope of
life; practical subjects will become more chained
with theory and intelligent insight. Both will be
vitally and not Just formally vinlfied,"25

In the above words, Mr. Dewey pointed the way out of con-

fusion on the college level and further observed that:

"Only new aims can inspire educational effort for
clarity and unity. They alone can reduce con-
fusion, if they do not terminate conflict they
will at,least render it Intelligait and profit-
able. "26

In our day and age it is also iii5>ortant to clear up the

misunderstanding as to the function of art in the college pro-

2^. John Dewey, The Way Out of Educational Oonfuslon . pp. 27-28.

25. Ibid., pp. 38-39.

26. John Dewey, Art and Education , p. 7^.
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gram, In Industry or In everyday life. Art Is not synonymous

with the Ivory tower. All expression Is art. In expressing

ideas or impressions with the brush, chisel or hiiilding block,

artists through self-expression communicate withttie individual

tools of the world about them, Lawrence Buermeyer expresses

accurately the pui^jose of art in our environment as follows;

"To make human nature intelligible to itself—tiiat

is the real purpose of art, that, and not any con-
struction of a sanctuary for those who find the
world of practical affairs too much for them. The
artist makes human nature intelligible, not, like
the psychologist, by analysis of it in the abstract,
but by showing imaginatively the object and activi-
ties in which it can find satisfaction. His command
of a recognized meditim, . , is necessary if he is to
make what he imaginatively divines common coin, but
it is in the divination, the vision, that he really
exercises his vocation. This, and this only, is what
makes him not a purveyor of amusement but a creator
of life."

Training and Teaching of Art in America

Mr, Dewey maintains that, "every stuciy or subject has tm

aspects: one for the scientist as a scientist; the other for

the teacher as a teacher;" but that "these two aspects are in

no sense opposed or conflicting, (Although not identical), • •

the teacher is concerned with the subject matter of science as

representing a given stage and phase of the development of ex-

perience. His problem is that of inducing a vital, and personal

experiencing, , , the teacher is concerned not with the subject

matter as such but with subject-natter as a related factor in

a total and grov/ing experience,"^'

27, John Dewey, The C?hild and the Curriculum, pp. 29-30,
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Kp, Dewey explains that,

"unless the material Is translated into life-terms
In the child's life, with conneotlon with what
the child has already seen and felt and loved, the
material becomes purely fonnal and symbolic, and
that the subject does not become a reality, if it
does not lead u^. to ^ into out of something vfaloh
has -previously occupied a slgnifloant position in
the Child's tor student* is ) life for its own "sSce.

, . • (the same is true on the college level, and
Is true in art as in any other subject, as well)
. , , .For without motivation, (which Mr. Dewey
identified as a need growing out of present ten-
dencies and activities) located in the present in
some obstacle which can be handled if the truth
in question is mustered there is no incentive to
motivation, "28

Incentive can be achieved In art wltii living motivation in

the observation of nature. In conclusion, Mr. Dewey states

that,

"vnien the knowledge that makes up the study enables
the teacher to determine the environment of the
child then liie teacher can set up activities vflierel^
the students activities will move by their own direc-
tion to allow that child or art student's nature ful-
fill its own destiny, revealed to the teacher in vihat-
ever of science art and industry the world now holds
as its own, "29

In the training of the artist in experiaices and growth

Albert 0. Barnes a disciple of Mr. Dewey's, likens the artist

to the scientist using the Dewey Scientific Method:

"The traditions of art play exactly the same part In
stimulating and depicting the artists activities of
mind and body, and in nourishing his growth, that the

28. Ibid. , pp. 32-33.

29. John Dewey, The Child and the Curriculum, p, 39,
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facts and principles of science do for the physiet's
or chemist's. Indeed, each of the traditions of art
may be described as a systemltlzed way of seeing. In
which partlcixlar aspects or qualities of the visible
world are selected and arranged In a characteristic
type of organization. To have mastered the traditions
means therefore to have been the objective things
about us from many points of view, to have acquired
a rich store of material for the esthetic Interpre-
tation of reality. , . the artist's use of tradition
tentatively or experimentally, , , as suggestion, , ,

means of illumination. , . In balanced coordination
with the particular object or scene which provides
the problem of seeing and iiie opportunity of groibh
... feeds his aesthetic activity and gives it
direction and meaning, . . authentic art is true ex-
perience, in which interest, knowledge, and all the
power of mind and body cooperate to produce a per-
sonal achievement. "^^

Discussing growth, development and art activity, Mr.

Dewey draws the conclusion that,

"Grrorth or development however continuous in essence,
shows an alternation of rapid and obvious advances
with pauses. , . of gestation in which the activity
of the organism continues unabated but takes the
formal preparation for a new variety of expression.
Indeed, the absence of such pauses is likely to
point, not to iminterrupted development, but to the
fact that the individual has reached the limit of
his growth early, and is therefore unable to attain
any more profoiind ordering of his experience. . . .

It follows that in the creative artist, as well as in
the profound thinker, the most significant part of
growth takes place during these periods of gestation,
when his subconscious is in control; that his e:^erl-
ence too is basically a matter of active commerce
with environment, and that his e:qpllcit reflection
is instrumental to making an adjustment of his whole
personality to the objective world. His emotions
are deeper theui his reasoning and they determine the
purpose which his conscious intelligence advises means
to carry out. This conclusion is of the utmost impor-
tance for the understanding of both art and intellectual
activity. ••31

30, John Dewey, Art and Education, pp. 187-188.

31. John Dewey, Art and Education , pp. 192-193.
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CHAPTER IV

MAN'S SPECIALIZATION OF ART THROUGH PRODUCTION IN AN ARTIFICIAL

SCIENTIFIC-INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENT

Man and Art In an Artificial Environment

As Mr, Dewey has stated, the truth of the statement that,

"Instruction In the arts of life Is something other than con-

veying Information ateut them," that "It Is a matter of communi-

cation and participation In values of life by means of the Imagi-

nation," and that "works of art are the most Intimate and ener-

getic means of aiding Individuals to share in the arts of living,"^

Is Indisputable, In order to recover an organic place for art

In civilization today, we must realize that science Is here and

that the artisan works under Industilal conditions. The liberty

of choice >*ilch allowed the crsiftsman to work by hsind, and with

the mind as a human creator, has been replaced by the machinist,

mechanic or the machine Itself.

"Production of objects enjoyed In direct experience
by those who possess, to some extent, the capacity
to produce useful commodities expressing Individual
values, has become a specialized matter apart from
the general run of production. This fact Is prob-
ably the most Important factor In the status of art
In present civilization. "2

This Is a typlceO. exajnple of man producing a mechanical art, a

contribution to his artificial environment as a technical oon-

1» John Dewey, Art as Experience , p. 336,

2. Ibld. ^ p. 3^1.
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trlbution rather than a human creative endeavor In relation

to communal life,

Mr, Dewey, In dlecusslng Industry, observes that when a

well constructed Industrial machine has form externally, It

fits Into a larger experience; It brings about a condition

that Is favorable to esthetic enjoyment. In the esthetic

sense, there Is something clean about a piece of machinery

that has a logical structure that fits It for Its work; there

Is something about the polish of steel and copper that la

essential to good performance, and Is IntrlnslcaJ-ly pleasing

In perception. The great gains In form and color are recog-

nizable If one compares the commercial products of the present

with those of even twenty years ago.

"The habits of the eye as a medium of perception
are being slowly altered In being accustomed to
the shapes that are tsrplcal of Industrial pro-
ducts and to the objects that belong to urban as
distinct from 37ural life. The colors and planes
to v&loh the organism habitually responds develop
new material for interest, , , . Even the object
of the natural landscape come to be 'apperceived*
In terms of the spatial relation characteristic
of objects the design of which Is due to mechanical
modes of production; buildings, furnishings, wares.
Into an experience saturated with these values,
objects having their own Internal functional adapta-
tions will fit In a way that yields esthetic results, "3

In the artificial environment man has set up In our machine

age of Industry, Dewey suggests that the changes be made In the

economic system of production for private gains must be one of

3, Ibid,, p. 3^2,
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"radical social alteration, which affect the degree
and kind of participation the worker has in the
production and social disposition of the wares he
produces. Only such a change will sei^ously modify
the content of experience into which creation of
objects made for use enters, . . .This modification
of the nature of experience is the finally determin-
ing element in the esthetic quality of the ezper-
ience of things produced. , , a change that will re-
duce the force of external pressure and will increase
that of a sense of freedom and personal interest in
the operations of p3x>duction is inrportant. • • •

Oligarchical control from the outside of the pro-
cesses and the products of work is the chief force
in preventing the worker from having that intimate
interest in what he does and makes that as an essen-
tial prerequisite of esthetic satisfaotion, , . , The
psychological condition resulting from private con-
trol of the labor of other men for the sake of private
gain are the forces that suppress and limit aesthetic
quality in the experience that aooompanles processes
of production, "^

It is obvious that this contribution by Dewey places the

finger on the elements in our artificial social environment

Trjhich limit man»s great human creative artistic espression In

a broad tmiversa! manner and show how Instead he could benefit

man in his socia^J. and cultural life in terms of not only his

own civilization and nation, but Internationally by affecting

his artistic creations affecting world art trends as well.

Art Experience in the Scientific World of Man

Realizing that we all are facing a new and changing world

in which sociologically man is not Isolated, Dewey encourages

activities involving social relationships to develop experience

in living in our scientific world in order to grow with it and

K Ibid. , pp. 3^3-3^^.
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adjust to It, How this can be done from childhood Is expe3>-

lence In eacplorlng the Interconnection of science and art aa

carried out by Albert Barnes, using Dewey's principles.

This interconnection of science and art becomes more

fully apparent when we consider them both as means of com-

munication, as indispensable factors in every stage and as-

pect of education,

"Bom as we all are, helpless and speechless, end
dependent \ipon others for all the necessities of
life, we must acquire slowly and gradually the
capacities which make life more than a sum of
vegetative and animal processes. As the utterly
selfcentered and uncomprehending infant develops
, . .his world takes on order and mirrors the
objective world which lies about him. He learns
to relate his cries, • , and movements to. • •

things and what persons in his environment do to
him, , , , In his growth he gra«ps the difference
between things, , . Tililch affect him, and persons
"»tio communicate with him. Throughout the rest of
his life, he elaborates the distinction,"^

The infant learns that he must not treat persons as things.

It is the dawn of morality. With a penetrating, comprehensive

grasp of things, he learns and is enabled to do with them what

he could never do by untutored impulses—the dawn of science,

Ui>on learning that with particular voice tones, ciys, questions,

and combinations of words he can make others aware of what he

sees with his mind's eye—the dawn of art. In these expres-

sions. Dr. Barnes parallels Dewey's philosophy of aj?t and edu-

cation as carried out in practice in a program of experience.

5. Ibid. . pp. 3-/4,
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Dewey explains this Idea In Ms own words by saying that,

"for many years, I have thotight and taught that
e:^erlence Is an Interact between the self and
some aspect of Its environment. Purposeful, In-
telligent action Is the means by vdilch this Inter-
action Is rendered significant. In the course of
such action, objects acquire meaning and the self
becomes aware of Its own powers, since by Intel-
ligent control of the environment. It directs and
consolidates Its own capacities. Purposefial action
is thus the goal of all that is truly educative and
is the means by vdhiich the goal is reached and its
content remade. Such activity is of necessity a
growth and a growing. ... In this process of in-
telligent living there is no Inherent limit. It
shotild grow from Infancy to death, • • • Arrest of
the processes of growth is really the arrest of in-
telligent living, of education.*?

This contribution of Dewey points to life as an ever renewing

process, the e^erlencing of which is endless In an educational

capacity. Finding in a common experience new meaning is find-

ing a new control through seeing objectively, Mr. Dewey ex-

presses it as follows:

"When the method of the teacher leads the pupil to
see in the object features and relations he has not
seen before, both teacher and pupil come into intel-
lectual and emotional control of the situation.
Then the habit of objective seeing IB formed, and
the habit operates in subsequent seeing. The informa-
tion acquired, , , becomes an active resource. Ex-
perience is immediately enriched and the capacity for
growth for continued experience is expaxiQ.ed. and
directed."'

In like manner, the student should learn how his eyes can

show him in his own world more of what lends color and zest

6. Loo, Pit,

7. Ibid,, p, 7.
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to what he does from day to day from guidance and training

of the student's own perception, through study of master-

pleoes of the past, In order to "better evaluate the merits in

modem art expression of today. Dewey's objectioa to prevail-

ing academic methods of instruction In art is that these same

masterpieces of art are used as objects of adoration in teach-

ing how they were produced in the past in terms of the tech-

nique alone, set apart from real living and the experience of

the student's own culture and day, and disconnected from

their original setting. However, as Albert Barnes has pointed

out, the academnicians lose sight of the fact that,

"technique emphasized and isolated loses its appro-
priate function as an instrument for expression
and becomes itself an expression of mantial dexterity
and hense of dull perception and stupidity, , , in-
stead of being a strictly sub-ordlnated instrument
of sirtistio expression, "o

Industry . Ayt and Man in American Education

The fact that "art is production and that production occurs

only through an objective material that has to be managed and

ordered in accord with its own possibilitleB, "9 in order to per-

form its function of liberation and release for the artist and

the appreciation alike mate it at once compatable with industry.

In like manner, Dewey contributes the explanation that "in an

8, Albert 0. Barnes, Art and Education, p, 16,

9* John Dewey, Art as Experience , p, 280,
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emphatio artistic-esthetic experience the relation is so close

that it controls simultaneously both the doing and the percep-

tion. "^^ Such vital intimacy of connection can be had only if

the hand and the eye and emotion guide the expression by pur-

pose.

"The potter (artesian of industry) shapes his clay
to make a bowl useful for holding grain; but he
makes it in a way so regulated by the series of
perceptions that sum up the serial acts of making,
that the bowl is marked by enduring grace and
charm. The general situation remains the same in
painting a picture, erecting a building or molding
a bust. Moreover at each stage there is anticipa-
tion of what is to come. This anticipation is the
connecting link between the next doing and its out-
come for sense. What is done and what is undergone
are thus reciprocally cumulatively and continuously
Instrumental to each other, "•^'•

This is a typical example of experlencinp; by dolnfc. of setting

up continuous objectives as the experiencing reveals new objec-

tives throu^ clearer perception of immediate ends in view.

In this case, Mr, Dewey would say that,

"Art, the mode of activity that is charged with
meanings capable of immediately enjoyed posses-
sion is the complete culmination of nature and
science, is properly a hand maiden that conducts
natural events to this happy issue. ••12

This, of course, would only be the case in other than an arti-

ficial environment, lidiere natural social and cultural events

coTild combine with science for culmination in art activity.

10. Ibid. , p. 50.

11. Loc. clt.

12. John Dewey, Expeirienoe and Nattire. p. 358.
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However, lie, Dewey points out that quite an opposite re-

action can take place:

"VHien artistic objects are separated from both
conditions of origin and operation in experience,
a wall is built arotind Ihein that renders almost
opaque their general significance, with which
esthetic theory deals. Art is out off from that
association with the Materials and aims of every
other form of human effort, undergoing and achieve-
ment. • • "13

Writing vcpon the philosophy of the Pine Arts, Mr, Dewey

is attempting to restore continuity between the refined and

intensified forms of experience that are works of art and the

everyday events, doings and sufferings Ifliat are universally

recognized to constitute experience. This is a new and great

contribution to the identification of the importance art plays

and the place it holds in art expression in a new age of in-

dustry and science,

"We reach a conclusion regarding the relation of
Instrumental and fine art, , , that Fine Art con-
sciously undertaken as such is peculiarly instru-
mental in quality. It is a device in experimenta-
tion carried on for the sake of education. It
exists for the sake of a specialized use, use being
a new training of modes of perception. The creation
of such works of art are entitled, when successful
to the gratitude that we give to inventors, , . in
the end, they open new objects to be observed and
enjoyed, , , a genuine service, • , , However, this
instrumental art performing this special utility
should not be arrogated the exclusive name of Fine
Arts, "1^

13, John Dewey, Art as Experience, p, 3,

1^, John Dewey, Experience and Nature, p, 392,
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In regard to American Education and the place of Art

In the curriculum, Dewey escpounds the following observation

which, of course, Is especially true of Art on the college

level. Indeed, If art Is even Included at all. In the so-

caLled "Liberal Arts" college curriculum:

"Our present education, , , Is highly specialized,
one sided and narrovf. It Is an education dominated
almost entirely by the medieval conception of learn-
ing. It Is something vfliich appeals for the most part
simply to the intellectual aspect of our natures, our
desire to learn, to accumulate information and to get
control of the symbols of learning; not to our im-
pulses and tendencies to make, to do, to create, to
produce, whether in the form of utility or of art.
The very fact that manual training, art and science
are objected to as technical, as tending toward mere
speciallEation, is of Itself as good testimony as coitLd
be offered to the specialized aim which controls cur-
rent education. Unless education had been virtually
identified with the exclusively Intellectual jmrsuits,
Td.th learning as suoh) all these materials and methods
would be welcome, would be greeted with the utmost
hospitality. "15

Instead, Mr, Dewey insists that art and science have been

excluded in favor of more Intellectual p\irsuits. For example,

"while training for the profession of learning is
regarded as the type of culture, as a liberal edu-
cation, that of an artist, a sculptor, an architect,
a farmer, a merchant, or a railroad manager, is re-
garded as purely technical and professional. The
result is that which we see about us everywhere—
the division into 'cultured* peop3.e and ^workers,'
the separation of theory and practice, , , , While
our educational leaders are talking of culture, the
development of personality, etc, , as the end and
aim of education, 1ixe great majority of those who
pass under the tuition of the school regard it only
as a narrowly practical tool with which to get bread

15, John Dewey, The School ttad Society, pp. ^1-4^,
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and butter enough to eke out a restricted life.
If we were to conceive our educational end and
aim in a less exclusive way, if we were to intro-
duce into educational processes the activities
which appeal to those whose dominant interest
is to do and to make, we should find the hold
of the school upon its members to be more vital,
more p3rolonged, containing more of culture, "•'•^

In fighting for an enlightened educational program in

\diicli industry vrould be relegated the position to Which it is

entitled, being so closely tied up with cultural and social

issues, Mr. Dewey demands for science and art a rightful share

in the college program to prepare a common meeting ground for

the cultured people and the "workers, in terms of a coordinated

program to carry out theory (thinking) into practice (produc-

tion), to create a unity in the educational program, to develop

a society and cultured people of insight and capacity well in-

formed of the potentialities of their own civilization and

aware of national, international and world developments. This

he es^resses as follows:

"The intioduotion of active occupations, of nature
.study, of elementary science, of art, of history;
the relegation of the merely symbolic and formal
to a secondary position; the change in the moral
school atmosphere, in the relation of pupils and
teacher—of discipline; the introduction of more
active, expressive, and self-directing factor-
all these are not mere accidents, they are neces-
sities of the larger social evolution . . , • If
we once believe in life. . . then will all the
occupations and uses. . . then will all history
and science become instruments of appeal and mater^
lals of culture to. . . imagination, and through

16. Loo
,

, elt.
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that to the richness and orderliness of life.
Where we now see only the outward doing and the
outward product, there, behind all visable re-
sults, is the readjustment of mental attitude.
The enlarged and sjrrapathetlc vision, the sense of
growing power, and the willing ability to identify
both insist and capacity with the interests of the
world and man. Unless culture be a superficial
polish, a veneering of mahogany over common wood,
it surely is this—the growth of the imagination in
flexibility, in scope, and in sympathy, will the life
which the individual lives is Informed with the life
of nature and of society, "•'•'

This appeal and application for a larger conception of

education of the people for life in society, by Mr, Deway, 1b

In keeping with his humanistic interest in the individual ex-

pression of that people, as a social unity, rather than as a

segregated, partially educated, split, cultural group. This

is a great contribution to the communal living of America as

a composite society and once cognizance has been taken of the

significance of this request for education for all the needs

of all the people, a greater art and civilization will result

through the coordinated. Integrated, society as it experiences

cooperative social living on the basis of equality.

17, Ibid, , pp, 72-73.
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CHAPTER V

INDUSTRY
ARTS GREATEST PATRON

IN THE FACE OF PUBLIC INDIFFERENCE TO ART

The Limitations of Art In Education Today

The absence of a distinctly fine art In the Industrial

life around us Is due not merely to chance. In our educa-

tional system, Art Education In the colleges has been neglected

especially by the so-called liberal arts college. This Indif-

ference has been passed on as the attitude toward art In every

day life. It Is estimated that less than twenty-five percent

of all the Liberal Arts Colleges In America offer art In the

curriculum. As a result, the art training Is left In the hands

of private art schools and Institutions where students are

trained for active participation In technical artistic skills

needed to meet the requirements of Industrial production.

If the college, as the leader In cultural thinking,

neglects the Indoctrination of the student In art tradition,

necessary to better enable him to evaluate art In his every

day communal living, where Is he to acquire his background

of appreciation?

It has come to the point today vihere only those endowed

with leisure, through economic security, can afford to devote

the necessary time to the comprehension and appreciation of

our Inherited art tradition through a proper study of its
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significant meaning and background. It is notable that the

number of artists mating their living from the poToductlon of

Fine Art, for Its own sake, is pitifully small and that their

Independence is limited by social app3x>val or disapproval.

Although artists with a remarkable xmderstanding of the

aesthetic in art, and with competent background, find it nec-

essary economically to supplement their earnings by teaching,

designing for industry, or painting for commercial purposes,

it is not believed that this practice prostitutes art as It

is claimed l^ the aoademnician and cultural traveler ^o is

schooled in art tradition. In fact, it is quite the opposite

from the cultural trends, as these men struggling in their

spare moments, vacations, and evenings have submitted, to the

most discriminating of Juries, for approval or disapproval,

"workfl of art of such merit that they are now hanging in tbe

most august of the fine arts gallaries in the United States

and Europe* This is no mean feat, for if these artists can do

in their spare time, what the economically free artist does in

full time, what a tradition we would have if these men were

released from their economic dependence, recognized by society

and awarded the acclaim due them Instead of being swallowed-up

in the mass of hard working business men. These artists supply

commerce and industry with its art while being hanpered by

problems of cost limitations, manufacturing processes and machine-

production technical hindrances, commercial high pressure and

economic drawbacks. It is no wonder that the art of our social
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order falls short of the perfection of o\ir inheritance of

art tradition.

In looking back on Greece, Rome, Florence and other great

centers of art ciilture, we find that the artist vas revered

by the social order of hie day. As an apprentice, he was

supplied with food, clothing, ejid shelter and the opportunity

to learn a craft with vihich to win esteem and national honor.

Today, in a complex society, the art student emerges from

college possessing a smattering of art theory but very poorly

equipped to take his place in that society vftiich in return

for economic security expects technical skill as well as pro-

ficiency in academic knowledge.

In our present day social order, uncontrolled self-

expression is as detrimental as over-meticulous technical de-

tail in developing a sense of good taste and an aesthetic ap-

preciation of the place of art in everyday living. Today,

our greatest artists are buried in a life of art production

within society and without recognition as they work side by

side as "working men," not as creative artists apart from the

social order,

"It has been acknowledged that generally speaking,
fine art is the production by man of objects in-
trinsically interesting to perceive; and any object
so skillfTally produced that it has intrinsic per-
ceptual interest has fineness of art. Jxigs and
automobiles often have such intrinsic peiKjeptual
interest in a marked degree and hence have fineness
of art, , , v^orks of fine art of a special nature
such as paintings, sculptxire, and ajrchitectural
construction are distinguished from, , , utilities
generally by the centrality or eminance of their
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Intrlnelo perceptual appeal, , , , So called works
of fine art are distinguished from other htunan pro-
ducts not "by any art quality that other types of
humanly created objects universally lack but by oen-
trality or eminence in the existance of their in-
trinsic perceptual appeal, as creations of human
beings who possess many properties and satisfy many
interests, . . they stand or fall as works of art
not on the basis of their properties but on the
basis of their excelloice in the aesthetic exper-
ience, "^

III like manner, Dewey expresses the same thought about

industrial life and the place of vocational training in the

college programs

"The right educational use of science upon which
industrial life is dependent would cause it to
react so as to intimately affect all forms of
social intexHJourse, , , , It would turn the trend
of social sympathy to constructive aocoiint, . ,

give those engaged in industrial callings desire
and ability to shaj-e in social control as masters
of their own fate, , , and put meaning into the
technical and mechanical features of machine pro-
duction and distritution, , , , The privileged
portion of the community by increased synqjathy
for labor would, , , discover the cultural ele-
ments in useful activity (art expression exclud-
ed) and increase a sense of social responsibil-
ity, , , , All this by exercising intelligence
within activity which puts nature to h\unan use
, , , in securing individual culture through the
direction of social conditions, "2

The Possibilities of Art in American Education

It has been stated that the college program has placed

too much emphasis on academic theory and classroom lecture.

1, D, W, Gotshalk, Art and the Social Order, p, 29,

2, John Dewey, Democracy and Education, p, 37^.
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and too little emphasis on experiencing or "learning by doing"

according to Vlr, Dewey *s precept. In a recent address at

Florida Southern College, Doctor Boris Blai, Dean of the Tyler

School of Art e^ressed very aptly the trend of the academic

Institution of today "by pointing out and emphasizing the fact

that "we are losing o\ir minds "by not using oxir hands. "^ Students

need en outlet far the expression of native ideas and mental

conceptions which can be realized by transmission through

physical manipulation into objects of reality as montUBents of

personal creative originality. Self realization, through crea-

tive originality, shoiild not be offered alone to the student of

proved talent and exceptional technical skill* It should be a

part of the American educational program of every college so that

all of the people may share in the arts of living and enjoy the

cultural art heritage which belongs to our civilization not only

because of its aesthetic expression, but in order to communicate

and participate throu^ creative activity in tiie experience and

growth that comes from the various forms of art expression. As

a relief from tension and strain, native art expression has

acted as a motivation for realizing a state of relaxation and

enjoyment through personal pleasure and satisfaction. There is

a growing need for this type of relaxation in the college pro-

gram today. It should serve as relief from the severe strain

3, Doctor Boris Blai, Commencement Address , given at Florida
Southern College, Lakeland, Florida, June 1, 1949.
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of occupational life In an artificial environment, which per-

nlte little opportimlty for self-expression. Thus, art ex-

pression can develop Into a hobby for enjoj'-ment of lelsiire time,

an added source of Income, as well as a means to develop cul-

tural appreciation of the development of art In our civiliza-

tion. Surely, In any of these capacities art Justifies Itself

in the college progranu In other ways the art program Is Justi-

fied by the development of art appreciation of that Which is

aesthetic, presented for the greater enjoyment in living (by

the individual) in a society and as a homemaier in American

culture. The producer of art Is a contributor to communal

living, a cultural citizen of a great nation and through art

he becomes a well Integrated contributing member of a great

civilization. The artist-student is engaged in productive

communal living with a new American sense of Uie interdependence

of the citizenry xrpon one another, within the nations of the

world,

"A conception of a general-welfare state operated
in the interest of the commiinlty Instead of the
capitalist has been taking shape in most of the
leading nations of the world and can be put into
concrete action In the program of art education
Introduced by the support of extra-aesthetic
occasion consonant with great art which woiild
allow art to flow into channels permitting maxi-
mum entrance into the life of the people. Artists
would be allowed the liberty required for 111 e exer-
cise of his fullest capacity in his task iHiliainpered
by economic limitations and demands on his energies.
A program of art education promoted to train the
people in the fullest and freest use of their per-
ceptive lower would be instituted with a view to
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making consequent art as widely differed as pos-
sible and as liberally appreciated with a view
to holding the artist in proper esteem and to the
highest level of achievement."*''

The same fundamental ideas are expressed by Dewey when

he says:

"It is by way of oomm\mication that art becomes the
incomparable organ of instruction, but the way is
so remote from that usually associated with the
idea of education, it is a way that lifts art so
far above what we are accustomed to think of as
instruction, that we are repelled by any suggestion
of teaching and learning in connection with art. "^

Along with the development of an inter-nation movement

in art, in realization of the common condition and needs

throughout the world today, there can emerge a discovery of

new working materials which may neceselUate a reorientation of

the artist to his new potential source of creative inspira-

tion.

In this connection, V!r» Dewey p>oints out the following:

"Nature and life manifest not fl\ix continuity, and
continuity involves forces and structures that .

endure throiigh change: at least when they change I

they do so more slowly than do surface incidents
and thus are relatively, constant. But change is
inevitable even though it be not for the better,

|

It must be reckoned with. Moreover, changes are
not all gradual; they c\ilminate in sudden muta-
tions, in transformations thatat the time seem

|

revolutionary, although in a later perspective
they take their place in a logical dev^opment.
All of these things hold true of art.""

if. D, W. Gotshalk, Art and the Social Order , pp. 235-236.

5» John Dewey, Art as Experience , p. 3^7,

6. John Dewey, Art as Experience, p. 323.
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Art, a Potential Good In Education

Concerning the function of art In education today, Mr.

Dewey speculates,

", , .It Is dally, , .more evident that unless
some Integration can be attained, the always In-
creasing Isolations and oppositions consequent
upon the growth of specialization In all fields
will In the end disrupt our civilization, . • •

Art and Its Intelligent appreciation as manifested
especially In painting Is Itself an Integratory
experience, • • • Paintings when taken out of their
specialized niche are the basis of an educational
experience which counteracts the disrupting tenden-
cies of the hard-and-fast-speciallzatlons, compart-
mental divisions and rigid segregations which so
confuse and nullify our present life."'

In eaperienclng the principles of art, as laid down by

Mr. Dewey at the Barnes Foundation and applied in life sltua?-

tions, Mary Mullen in writing of problems encountered in Art

Education states that, "Art is a record of experience, and

education in art consists in an application of method that

takes into aoooxmt the attributes of both the artist and the

student,"^ This is Mr, Dewey *s concept of meaning, synonymous

with experience, upon TiAilch he built the conceptions of con-

Gciousness and mind which revolutionized educational practice

and enabled people to understand and enjoy their own experience

in all of life* 8 activities.

With modern educational methods, Dewey *s conception of

perception, consciousness, mind, and art can be put into opera-

7. Ibid, , pp. 103-lOij..

8, John Dewey, Art and Education, p, 258,
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tlon to restore the vision, and btilld-tip the ability of laymen

and artist alike without which art is meaningless. It is his

educational philosophy, which does not lead to a final end,

but is a continuous reconstruction of accumulated e:5>erlence,

its aim is identified with the process and being ever before

UB which can never be reached. In this art education, recon-

struction of experience and social efficiency are the aim and

art education the social process through life itself. The

education must be carried on around active and dynamic school-

ing through vihich the student leams the consequences of life

experiences, in relation to others:

"The education is thus one of continual adjustment.
In the process two factors are fundamental and in-
escapable: the psychological, with Its basis in
the nervous system vdth responses, , , from the
simple wink of an eyelid in the most complex, plan-
ned and ptjrposeful behavior; and the sociological,
with its mores, attitudes, practices and institu-
tions, "9

Prom Dewey's point of view, genuine educational alms

were the outgrowth of problematic situations arising in "out-

going" activities. Aims were foreseen ends or anticipated

outcomes of current transactions being determined internally

within the process not externally to it. For this reason it

might be said that for Dewey aims had an instrumental quality,

"They give direction to present action, vrere its
motivation, and at the conclusion of action vrere
the standards by which consequences were Judged

9, Adolphe E, Moyer, The Development of 20th Centirry Education,
P. ^5.
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... alms were so numerous and varied as the
situations of life, . , alms so Intimately cuj>-
rent with personal undertalclngs that an abstraction
like education had no alms? only parents, teachers,
pupils, and the like could be said to have educa-
tional alma, "10

Through the growth of social efficiency In art, the

spectator, the artist, the community and both national. Inter-

national and world art benefit from the cooperative expeidence

In living through the practice of art, through the reconstruc-

tion of experience in life and art. Art, as advanced by Mr,

Dewey, becomes a jjotentlal good in the educational process.

10, John S, Binibaker, A History of the Problems of Education.
pp, 19-20,
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CHAPTER VI

ART AS A MEANS OF

COMMUNICATING THE "DEMOCRATIC IDEAL"

Appeal of Artists for a Greater Place for Art Appreciation

In the discussion of painting. In an analysis of recent

trends of art, R, H, Ives Gaimnell, has observed that,

"The only effective way to foster a national art
Is to make It posslhle for. , • young people with
marked talent for painting to develop their talents
to the utmost. This they can only do If they re-
ceive the necessaj?y training, . . with opportunities
to learn the trace, , , during their formative years,
, , , The shift of authority In matters pertaining
to painting from accomplished practioners to non-
painters and to artists having only a tiny fraxstion
of the skills formerly considered essential to art
practitioner has established the present trend of
contemporary painting. • . a blow to the very prin-
ciples of technical discipline s-nd objectivity with-
out vrtilch ideas and emotions cannot be welded into
viable works of art, , , • Many persons today believe
non-representational art will be the painting of the
futixre. Even if this proves to be the case it is
Inconceivable that the new forms will displace re-
presentational painting, , , , Abstract painting
ml^t open the way to a form of art separate from
traditional painting and enrich civilization there-
by but representational painting will not be aband-
oned as long as civilized man endures, "^

"We are at one of those moments in the history of mankind

when, for a time, every hope seems Justified, . , , Painting

is one of the cultiu*al activities that is sure to be encour-

aged, "^ concludes Gammell.

1, R, H, Ives Gammell, Twilight of Painting , p. 35,

2, Ibid. , p, 125.
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In discussing appreciation of art, Paul Valery wrote

the vjords of Degas: "What I call (Jreat Art is simply an art

which enlists all the faculties of an artist and v^ose works

demand for their understanding all the faotilties of another, "3

Albert C, Barnes^ in The Art of Painting, points out con-

cerning appreciation,

"We perceive only >jhat we have learned to look
for "both in life and in art. The artist, , .

has embodied an experience in his viork, and to
api>reciate his painting. . , we must reconstruct
his experience, so far as we are able, in our-
selves. ... The observer or critic can only
assess the originality of a painting, its artis-
tic importance if he himself knows the traditions
and can Jiidge what the painter has added to them.
We can learn to see the art of the present, in
a word only by learning to see the art of the
past. »5

In discussing problems encountered in art education, Mary

Mullen^ of the Barnes Foundation explains that,

"art is a record of experience and education in
art consisting in an application of methods that
take into account the human attributes of both
the artist and the student, Ejsperiments in educational
science (Mr*, Dewey's scientific method) have developed
methods vihich have produced records of proved value
obtained through actual experience."^

In appealing for greater attention to proper appreciation of

art. Miss Mullen draws attention to the importance of a clear

^. Both Dr. Barnes (originator of the Foundation) and Miss Mul-
len have put into practice Mr, Dewey's scientific method of
the teaching of art and have his (Mr. Dewey's) complete con-
fidence and approval in their operational procedures at the
Barnes Foimdation. This is a unique distinction,

5. Albert C, Barnes, The Art of Painting, pp. 6-19.

6. John Dewey, Art and Education, p, 258.
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grasp of the meaning of the traditional art that has come

down to us as means of evaliiatlng and seeing clearly the per-

ceptions whloh come to us in experiencing now; so that in the

light of this knowledge we may create consciously and effec-

tively as the problem of learning to see, In her opinion, is

basic to education in art.

The question that comes up so many times is: "Why are there

no giants in American Art as there have been in other past civ-

ilizations?" I believe the answer has been furnished by Thomas

Craven when he points out that:

"An artist must be free to reveal, « . to com-
municate meanings which may be confirmed, shared
and enjoyed by an intelligent audience and to
question any systems, creed or situation, , , , It
would be a fine thing. If we had in America a
dominant Idealism , a spiritual.

,
force unlting"'artl8ts

in a common purpose7 making fHem practitioners a^aln«
^foiMj'ing t!hem legitimate markets , and oirculatinp
their pfcture s. But i see no signs of tiie coming of
t!hls Utopia, tn the absence of a Utopian scheme, the
artist must adapt himself to realities , put living
a.'bbve painting , and do his"Best in the worst of worlds, "

'

In expressing himself with regard to art and living, Eugene

Spelcher appeals for a greater appreciation of sirt in these

words:

"My art must be at once vital and subtle, well made
and fresh in spirit. , • a tonic to stir the imagin-
ation, a pleasure to the eye and a reflection of my
sense of quality in life, . . it must have rare
flavor and strong grace, be warm, simple and well
ordered. . . the major and most enduring Interest
in a work of art is an aesthetic one. . . this
interest can be augmented by an underlying human
sympathy.

"°

7. Thomas Craven, Modern Art, pp. 371-2,

8, Eugene Spelcher, American Artists Group, Monograph No, 7,
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Wltli this credo, Mr. Spelcher in expressing the func-

tions he expects his original creative art to fulfill, has

Inadvertantly placed the emphasis on art for living appre-

ciation and admirable sounded an appeal for art with greater

appeal and appreciative qualities which Is a necessity If

art Is to endure and "become alive and purposeful as well as

universal In appeal*

Art for All the People

In evaluating the degree of development a civilization

has reached the cultural stature of the people Is determined

primarily from the art objects that have survived and been

passed down to us as a heritage. These art expressions have

been In many cases the sole surviving vestages of great civil-

izations tJiat have preceded us and yet from these meager rem-

nants we have been able to piece together the tradition and

cultural pattern of the people of long ago through the cul-

tural individuality of their art expressions. It is concrete

proof of Mr, Dewey *s contention that the material of esthetic

e^qperlenoe, since it is the human facet of nature, is social.

Says Mr, Dewey,

"Every culture has its own collective individuality.
Like the individuality leaves its indelible imprint
upon the art that is produced. . , , So fa-r as in
each case there is an ordered movement of the matter
of the experience to a fulfillment, there is a dom-
inant esthetic quality. Basically the esthetic
quality, is the same for G-reek, Chinese and American. "9

9» John Dewey, Art as Experience , pp. 33O-331.
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This is true of all international and universal art that

brings about an organic blending of attitudes oharaoter-

ietio of the experience of our own age with that of remote

peoples. These features of relationship and participation

enter into the structure of works of art aid occasion wider

and fuller experience and those who perceive and enjoy find

their senses, imaginations and sympathies have expanded In

perceptive appreciation. Because this is so, art is a uni-

versal means of expression, a common language, unaffected by

historic events, with the jxjwer to merge different individuals

In a common bond throijgh its power of communication. As this

communication is the familiar and constant feattire of social

life it is the foundation and source of all activities and

relations that are distinctive of internal imion of htiman

beings with one another. The skills involved in every day

communal life in the familiar and customary and those the

artists should reflect upon rather than taking them for granted

or withdrawing from the experiences of life gained by taking a

f\jnctloning active part in community life. Furthermore, it

Is necessary for every individual to be aware of our cultural

heritage in order to better appreciate life around him in his

social living, or the art of his own civilization. Works of

art, points our Mr. Dewey, are the most intimate and energetic

means of aiding individuals to share in the arts of living.

In fact, he declares further, that civilizations are uncivil

beca,u8e human beings are divided into non-communicating sects,
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races, nations and cliques, • • • For the closer man is

brought to the physical world (science shows that man is a

part of nature) the clearer it becomes that his impulses

and ideas are enacted by nature within him through his artis-

tic expression and is the actuating spirit of art*"'-

In America today, there are three types of community

living: that body of people composed of small groups having

a common organization and common interest self sufficient

in Itself and existing by and for itself mating up the small

villages and towns or even of an isolated single family, the

metropolis, where millions are galiiered in interdependent liv-

ing in a complex social structure, and between these two ex-

tremes is foxmd the g3?oup of various size communities which

fonn the ideal of Vir, Dewey's concept of the community, com-

plete units in terms of their governmental organization, the

members of which are held together by common interests and

Ideals, These are real imite in a society, and as such they

have their own customs, end ideals to express,^! Art is for

all these people the better to enable them to express them-

selves in community arts through an appreciation and concep-

tion of that which is aesthetic in art through the development

that comes through experience in artistic expression. This

self expression develops skill and the art appreciation neces-

10. Ibid,, pp. 336-339.

11, Faulkner, Ziegfeld and Hill, Art Todav . pp. 38-39,
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saiTT for the Individual layman as well as the student study-

ing for the art profession to take part In the community arts

such as city planning, public "building, park planning, paint-

ing, and sculpture. From a general Idea of the principle In-

volved In the development of art expression develops a proper

appreciation which enabled them to express their Individual

Ideas and Ideals within the realm of good taste. The develop-

ment of an appreciation of art In all the people, through

education In art will result In a community expression In art

not of a few people but of the group \Ailch Is as It should be

In "ttie development of distinctive communal art. It must repre-

sent the art expression most typical of the composlt community.

Art Educational Training

In evaluating the art educational training of the Individ-

ual on the college level, an examination of Dewey's efforts to

Tinlfy the teaching tmlts to produce a continuity of aim Is of

Inestimable value. His program will allow free Interaction

bet>;een the unit parts by relating the teaching In function

and experience to the life of the Individual, and so, will

serve as preparation (in living exprelence) for the life the

student will enter as a coinage gradtiate, Mr, Dewey does this

by centering the program around the individual but Insists

that both parent and professor control the social experiences

by directing them toward community living In the college

situation as well as In that of the school. Dewey expresses
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it this way: "The primary source of social cohtrol resides in

the very nattire of the work done as a social aiterprise in

v4iioh all individuals have an opportunity to contribute and

to which all feel a resjionsibility. "12 jn regard to discipline,

Mr. Dewey thinks of it as character development and insists

"there is no discipline in the world so severe as the disci-

pline of ejtperience subjected to the tests of intelligent

development and direction. "13 He i>oints our further,

"that the discipline that is identical with trained
power is also identical with freedom, , , (with
what originality and expression can an artist ex-
press himself without the power—freedom—to act
and create independently, ) The only discipline
that stands by us, the only training that becomes
intuition, Is that gotten through life itself,"!**'

Devrey's conception of education that it is in itself

an art which needs development from the scientific point of

view of what is meant by knowledge as connected with individ-

ual growth. Asserts Mr, Dewey,

"Since growth is the characteristic of life, educa-
tion is all one with growing; the criterion of the
value of education (college or otherwise) is the
extent to which it creates a desire for continued
growth and supplies means for making the desire ef-
fective in fact, "15

Social efficiency, culture, reconstruction of experience,

socialization, adjustment and self realization are also in-

12, John Devrey, Experience and Education« p, 61,

13. Ibid, . p, 11^,

1^, John Dewey, School aiid Society, pp, 28-31,

15» John Dewey, Democracy and Education, p, 62,
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volved in different phases of this growing. It is realiza-

tion of this fact that causes Mr, Dewey to protest against

the traditional specialization of academic education at the

expense of experimental science which in operation shows that

13iere is no genuine knowledge and understanding except that

tihioh resTilts from "doing." So, points out this great instru-

mentalist, "education appeals for the most part singly to the

intellectual aspects of our natures. • • not to our impulses

and tendencies to make, to do, to create or to produce, v^iether

in the form of utility or of art. "•'•" This is exactly the plaxje

where art plays a tremendous role in education on the college

level by supplying a release for the student. It supplies an

opportunity for self expression that results in a growth of

confidence in self, that leads eventually to self realization

throtigh experiencing, through creating in the form of art ex-

pression. In his stand against mechanized teaching, John Dewey

reminds the educator and the parent alike that sit\aations dealt

with are never alike and never repeat themselves therefore exact

quantitative determinations cannot meet the demands of all situa-

tions.

Repetitions of exact uniformity of repeated informations

cramp the Judgment and free play of thought on the part of the

student, "'•' Rather, it is much more educative if the student

16, John Dewey, School and Society , p, ^1,

17. John Dewey, The Sources of a Science of Education, pp. S^'-SS,
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(especially if the individual's art is to be expressive and

meaningfiil) shares and participates in the conjoint activity

through his social environment. By doing his share in the

associated activity the indlvidusil, (the college art student)

appreciates the purposes which actuate art activities and be-

comes familiar with artistic methods and subject matter, ac-

quires needed skill, ejid is saturated with the emotional spirit

and motivation involved in art ejqjression.^S As Mr*. Dewey woxald

make books instrumental in education he would in our day and era

of industrialization center the curriculum aroimd occupations as

social training necessary for living in a democracy. To this

end, realizing that all but the idle rich and Idle poor in the

paiiper class lead purposeful lives in which they are engaged

in callings or occupations, Dewey would direct training toward

these ends as well to stir the individual into purposeful com-

munity living. In this approach to education, John Dewey has

probably contributed more than any other American to the re-

construction and redirection of our education. His booky

Democracy and Education has won acclaim as one of the most sig-

nificant educational books ever written in the field of educa-

tion. He has expounded and developed the principles of growth

and given new meaning to the conditions necessary for its

development. His prograoi of experiencing "by doing," in the

18, John Dewey, Democracy and Education, p. 26.
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operational psychology of action hinges education on llrlng

experiences rather than on artificial situations set up to

Imitate these conditions. Then too, his use of man's social

occupations as the subject matter of tliat experiencing has

been adopted by progressive schools In many parts of the

coxintry. Mr. Dewey expects that direction will be given "the

experiencing" Involved In the operation of his scientific

method of growth through the conditioning of the individual's

aims, basically, by the need for social efficiency in Industry

and politics. This return to group participation or the plac-

ing of social emphasis on educational ends has been a power-

ful factor in uniting the American people in the support of

the cause of a true democracy as ihe aim of the educational

program through experiences in living situations.

World Education in Democracy Througjh Art Leadership

The idea of "Democracy" to Mr, Dewey is practically

synonymous with that of "Education" and explains what he means

by the living principles of his "Instrumentalism" which Is

called by some "empirical radicalism, "^° Doctor Dewey would

probably explain it as a program of learning by doing or ex-

perience by living, Dewey gives the following concept of Edu-

cation:

19« Herbert A, Schneider, A History of American Philosophy.
p. 568,
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"Democracy Is "belief in the ability of human experience
to generate the alms and methods by which ftirther ex-
perience will grow in ordered richness. Every other
form of moral or social faith rests upon the idea that
experience must be subjected at some point or other to
some form of external control; to some 'authority*
alleged to exist outside the processes of experience.
Democracy is the faith that the process of experience
is more important than any special result attained, so
that special results achieved are of ultimate value only
as they are used to enrich and order the on-going pro-
cess. Since the process of experience is capable of be-
ing educative, faith in democracy is all one with faith
in experience and education. All ends and values that
are cut off from the on-going process become arrests,
fixations. They strive to fixate what has been gained
instead of using it to open the road and point the way
to new and better experiences. ... If one asks what
is meant by experience in this connection, my reply
would be that it is that free interaction of individual
human beings with surrounding conditions, especially
the human surroundings, vftiich develops and satisfies
need and desire by increasing knowledge of things as they
aj?e. Knowledge of conditions as they are is the only
solid ground for communication and sharing; all other
communication means the subjection of some persons to
the personal opinions of other persons. Need and desire-
out of which grow jjurpose and direction of energy—go be-
yond what exists and hence beyond knowledge beyond
science. They continually open the way into the unex-
plored and unattalned futvire, "20

Individuality is a comparatively modem manifestation in

the educative and social process of development of man and it

is only natural that the artist is the barometer, so to speak,

of the changes in the attitudes and cultural trends of the

people with whom he associates and takes part in communal life.

Artists of all times have been the greatest ambassadors of good-

will the i^rld has ever known as they are willing to accept and

appreciate the work of other creators of art without prejudice

20, John Dewey, "The Task Before Us," Creative Democracy , p. 227.
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and discrimination of the artistic creations because of

nationality, race, color, or creed; accepting the artist

rather in terms of his contributions to universal understand-

ing and appreciation of art for all the people of all nations

in the cosmos.

Communal living of today is split by prejudice and sus-

picion due to a lack of a common means of universal communica-

tion. This the artist can supply if and when civilization

accords to him the interest and appreciation >aiich the services

he renders deserves instead of demanding of him submission to

the terms of a mechanical age of servitude before he wins his

own release. This forces him to put living or existing above

painting, before he can free himself firom realities and point

out the direction which future ciiltures vrill take through the

creative expression of the civilization with which he has

formed a living bond. The ideals, aspirations and alms of

past civilizations have all come down to us through direct

creative expressions of artists living and absorbing cultures

and trends peculiar to their civilization through experience,

understanding and coramxmicatlon in terms of art. In most

cases these artists were assigned an important place in their

society and culture and were revered and esteemed. Today, be-

cause of the lack of this cultural and communal unity, the place

of the artist as a revered member of society has been lost and

he has not been accorded even the interest and aid his efforts

shoxjld merit from cultural groups or the society of his day.
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He has been thrown on his own resources and Is now being

condemned for fulfilling an obligation which a disinterested

and Indifferent society has thrust upon him; namely, the

necessity of putting living before painting In order to raise

himself Independently to an economic status where he can begin

to fulfill his destiny as soi artist through self expression.

In this twentieth century he is coming closer to that objec-

tive.

Those who condemn and despise the artist for engaging in

Industrial processes will do well to remember that industry

was the one and only great patron artists have had in this

generation which has been marked primarily with indifference

to the plight of the artist in his struggle for a voice In his

culture and society through creative self-expression. That

the artist enlisted in the service of industry and began to

produce art limited by Industrial production methods is true,

but the creative effort of these artists brought color into

the homes and lives of the masses at prices they coiild afford.

Furniture, clothing, home accessories and utility appliances,

in the hands of artists, began to take on a form and design

In relation to the ftmctlon and utility the object was to per-

form. Originality In creative expression through the use of

pleasing forms and varieties of color began to be developed

and Industry was rewarded for its shrewd evaluation of the

talents of creative artists and skilled craftsman by increased

sales and demands for the products of these artist "workmen."
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The commercial value of art was proved as far ae industry

was concerned and its patronage was increasingly extended,

affording opportunities for young people with talent to con-

tinue to express their art rather than to stagnate throu^

lack of economic means. It is the writer's reaction to those

•who say commercial art defiles the artist who would create

great self-expressed art of universal appeal that this type

of art expression is to be preferred to no expression at all.

It has been the means of economic subsistence in a profession

that develops artistic talent, buiMs confidence in self, and

in increasing numbers has lead the way to economic security

from which point many of the greatest American-born artists

of our day have contributed the greatest works of their

careers. These works now hang in gallarles all over the

world.

If, as Mr, Dewey has pointed out,

"experience is sirt in germ" vflay shottLd the creation
of art for the commerce of the world contaminate
the artist. "Experience signifies active and alert
commerce with the world of objects and events, • , ,

Even in its rudimentary forms, it contains the prom-
ise of that delightfxil perception which is esthetic
experienc e, '"21

And yet the so-called Fine Art devotee would exclude the prac-

titioner of the industrial arts from the field of art as an

inferior expression. This is a misconception. If the combined

21, John Dewey, Art as Experience! p. 19.
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art contributions of America cotild be pooled and evaluated

in the light of their intrinsic -worth, and in relation to

their influence on communal living in America, the influence

of commercial art in the economic well-being of man would be

fotind to be tremendous not only in this country but through-

out the world. This cannot be ignored as muoh as the tradi-

tional academniciaji would wish it for the high standard of

living of the American people is a reflection of the desire

to be fine and the opportunity afforded them through less

squalid living conditions. This is not, however, as much in

evidence In spiritual and emotional enlightenment through the

arts probably because the artist has not been released and en-

couraged to express himself through universal acceptance and

commendation by the society and olvllizatlon of idilch he is a

member. However, that leadership can be supplied when society

places its confidence in the artist and provides him with the

freedom and power of authority by public exceptance to furnish

that leadership. That leadership is now here in America as

Europesm patronage of America proves but when American society

will recognize the need of It universally is problematical and

until the call comes from our American civilization communally,

as a imited call, society will not hear the voice of its artists

and they will not be provided with the opportunity to supply

that leadership.
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John Dewey ' s Concept of Art in a Democraoy

The purpose of art in dally living is to make life more

effective by the expression and communication of our thoughts

and ideas, feelings and aspirations, through human e:qperlences.

This means of expression which results eventually in all forms

of art, interpreted broadly, refers not only to a group of

specialized art products, but also to the manner in which the

activity is performed. Mr, Dewey would agree that there can

be artistry in gardening, woodvrorklng, furniture arrangement

and table setting, quite as much as in the so-called Fine Arts*

The distinction between the "fine" and "applied arts" would be

amusing if it were not indefensible, for if a product is not

"fine" it is not art,—art implying skill and craftsmanship

in the name Itself.

"Art arises out of human needs, , , the necessity of
selecting articles of clothing and fumltiu?e and the
resulting pleasure enjoyed from liie aesthetic satis-
faction that comes from good taste In the selection.
Even in the arranging and combining of furniture In
a room, the pictures on a wall or plants In a garden
is dependent on artistry for maximum comfort and
pleasure, . , , Opportunities arise to appreciate
public buildings, great paintings, soiilpture, rare
vases and textiles which we would like to be able
to talk intelligently about as it would give us an
opportunity to express our own personalities and to
come to understand the experiences of others "which
would culminate In a richer individual and social
living, and art is one of the few fields of human
activity in which all men can use their powers and
abilities to commtmicate their experiences to fellow
men and to transform the materials of the natural
world for human use, "22

22, Faulkner, Ziegfeld and Hill, o£, clt. , p. xxvl.
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Allaert C. Barnes pays to Mr. Dewey, a magnificent tribute.

Remembering that Dewey defined education as an art makes it all

the more impressive,

"Iforallty, Science, and Art are all alike as forms of
communications possible only through the sharing of
experience the.t constitutes civilized living. In
its widest sense, education includes all of them;
but only if education is conceived as living itself.
To have conceived education thus , and to have devel-
oped the^conception until it covers the whole field
of human experience , has been the supreme achieve-
ment of John Dewey—an achievement rarely paralleled
in scope in the entire history of education. "23

It is interesting to note how interwoven the three terms

Art, Education, and Democracy become in Mr. Dewey's conception,

and how they Jointly cover the entire field of human experience.

A democracy to him is more than a form of government, it be-

comes a mode of associated living, of conjoint communicated ex-

perience which in proper operation becomes the grouping of in-

dividuals acting in the interests of all in society and direct-

ing their actions so that that society will be mobile, with

channels for the distribution of changes because they have been

alert to provide for the education of each individual in personal

initiative and adoptability for the protection of communal liv-

ing,^^ It is clear that this involves skill and craftsmanship

and a cultured society to appreciate the emotional and aesthetic

as well as the mechnlcs of social living. This is supplied by

education, the indoctrination of knowledge through experiencing

23. John Dewey, Art and Education, p. 12,

2^, John Dewey, Democracy end Education , p. 102,
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•which Involves the Art of Education for as Mr, Dewey points

out, Art and Education are synonymous. Education again he-

comes the means hy which democracy is placed in action by

society hy giving individuals a personal interest in social

relationships and so installing in them, through experiencing,

habits of mind with which they can evaluate and sec\ire social

changes for themselves as the need arises for the betterment

of their collective social organization in communal living.

This is only successful to the extent to which they are succes-

sful in communicating the cultural trends of social living

imlversally without intervening classes, races and creeds

breaking dovm the harmonious units. It is here that art could

play a major role in uniting and harmonizing the social and

cultural trends through its universality of appeal for all

the people of all the world by promoting good will and imder-

standing through a cultural expression xmderstood by all peoples

and nations of the world. This would help to promote a society

which mates provision for participation in its good by all its

members on equal terms and which secures flexible readjustment

of its institutions through interaction of the different forms

of associated life in a democratic manner. 25

The cultivation of power to Join freely and fully In

shared or common activities, is impossible without the capacity

25. Ibid. , p. 102,
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for constantly expanding the range and accTiraoy of one's per-

ception of meanings. Thie Is involved in the development of

social efficiency and resTolts in the development of cult\a:*e,2o

The place of art in the educational program of life,

Mr. Dewey explains, is not only for the sake of its lasting

effect upon the habits of mind, but to make adequate provi-

sions for enjoyment of recreative leisure. This education

results In the development of interest in cultural develop-

ment enabling the individual to adjust himself to communal

living as a contributing member of his society.

26. Ibid. , p. 1^5.
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CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Today, John Dewey Is most coramonly referred to as an

Instrumentalist or an experimentalist. His detailed study

of social conflicts in leading forces of modem society in-

cludes observations of Democracy, Industry and Science, as

they affect man in his complex social life, Mr, Dewey in-

sists that it is in the nationalization of collective human

experience that philosophy finds its prime function, Man ad-

Justs himself to practical situations of life by thinking.

Thinking becomes necessary to life and knowledge is the re-

sult of functional experience. This action must precede

knowledge. The experiencing—the method employed in improv-

ing and enriching human life through the arc of the human

intellect—becomes the test and the verification of authen-

ticity. As the individual interacts with his environment,

he airrives at a hypothesis. Hovrever, the continuous recon-

struction of accum\ilated experiences involves leaj:Tiing exper-

iences in relation to others, and calls for re-evaluations of

the hypothesis as growth continues throu^ living experiencing.

This is both an educative and social process in life involving

continuous adjustment. From the standpoint of education, four

interests are parajnountt

1, The interest in conversation or communication
In inquiry.
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2, The Interest In conversation or communication
in creating,

3, The interest in conversation or communication
in constructing,

^, The interest in conversation or oommranication
in artistic expression.

Of these interests, this summary is concerned to some extent

with all four because art is a means of communication neces-

sitating keen observation in its creation and the product in

itself becomes a constructed vehicle and the direct result

of artistic expression. It is with the activities in which

man has his roots and interests that living can become mean-

ingful through living experiences. By guidance and direction

the individual is confronted with concrete situations that

©all for dynamic purposeful action, which stirs both the

interest and the effort of the learner and causes him to

identify himself with it as well as to recognize and adjust

himself in the process of experiencing and growing to his

needs in a new changing world.

As experience is art in germ. It has for the artist a

special significance as only through living can his art be

other than a technical accomplishment and only through active

commtinal life, as a member of society, can the sirtist express

life through his Art,-^

!• Supra , p. 20,
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It Is Mr, Dewey *s contention regarding sociology that

aB man is not isolated from society, education must pjwvide

activities found in society as a starting point in society.^

Mr, Dewey's methodology involves a series of five steps:

1. The experiencing by the individual.,

2. Introduction to the concrete situation involv-
ing selection,

3. The thinking or choice of method of solution,

^, The application of the solution, and

5. The testing and evaluating of the wisdom of
the action.

This is the essence of Mr, Dewey's scientific method,

Dewey has probably contributed more than any other Amer-

ican to the reconstruction and redirection of American educa-

tion and this is especially true in the revival of the field

of art education, 3 To have conceived education as living it-

self and to have developed the concept until it covers the

whole field of htmaji experience has been a supreme achieve-

ment—an achievement rarely paralleled in scope in the entire

history of education,^

His principles of growth have given new meaning to the

conditions necessary for their fulfillment, Dewey's use of

man's social occupations as subjects in actual experiencing

2, Supra , pp. 32-33, 39-^0,

3. Supra , pp. 15-17.

fy. Supra , p, 68,
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In tbe school program and Ms use of the "project method"

was the beginning of art appreciation and enjojrment in mean-

ingful experiencing through daily living. In fact, Mr.

Dewey *s Democracy and Education has been acclaimed the most

significant educational event of this era and the most im-

portsint treatise on education and political or social theory

since Plato's Republic.
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